PROTECT YOUR USERS
BUILD SECURITY AROUND YOUR USERS, NOT YOUR OFFICE.
Cloud has enabled a mobile workforce and employees can now work from anywhere - from
different timezones to different devices. As a result, targeting end users has become a
common means of compromising IT systems.
As the internet becomes the new corporate network, organisations should be able to ensure
network security moves with users. Put a perimeter around your users, and with the most
advanced cloud security platform available.

VISIBILITY AND CONTROL

DATA PROTECTION

Gain visibility and control over cloud
applications and shadow IT. Enhance user
access for business applications using
bandwidth control.

Prevent intellectual property and
corporate data from being stolen or lost
with Data Leak Prevent, File Type Controls
and Cloud Application controls.

ADVANCED THREAT PROTECTION

PROXY AND NEXT GEN FIREWALL

Increasingly sophisticated attacks target
users, exploiting numerous methods.
Advanced Threat Protection brings
increased intelligence to block threats.

Security needs to be comprehensive. Deep
content inspection and security across all
ports provides a single platform to block
network born threats.

OFFICE 365 READY

SSL INSPECTION

Optimised for Office 365, traffic is directly
routed to Microsoft, and tweaked to
provide the best user experience available,
while staying secure.

Over 50% of Internet traffic is encrypted,
allowing malware to pass undetected
unless SSL inspection is enabled.
With cloud security you can turn on
SSL Inspection without the impact on
appliance performance.

UBIQUITOUS
Security is available anywhere and
anytime, on any connected device users don’t need to be in the office to be
protected.
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WHAT WE OFFER
A SECOND PAIR OF EYES

INTELLIGENT SECURITY

We’ll ensure the best security
configuration for your needs, reviewing
alerts and trends. We’ve secured cloud
environments for an array of organisations,
from financial services to the public sector,
so we know what to look for.

Cloud security learns from every user and
every transaction, detecting new threats
and blocking them for all.

SCALABLE
Scaling is taken care of so it’s easy to add
new features, grow data use, or turn on
SSL inspection.

CLOUD CO-PILOT
We believe in supporting you and your
team, not holding the controls at ransom.
With co-pilot support, we work as a
collective team, with full access and
visibility to the tools we use.

CHATOPS
INTEGRATION
Supplement an existing network and/or
security devices with simple standards
based integration.

We make it easy for you to contact us,
with integrated chatops support acting as
a direct line to our team of public cloud
specialists. We also offer traditional means
of contact.

VISIBILITY
Gain visibility of the traffic and services
being used across a network. Report on
departments, applications and threats.

The Instillery is a leading NZ based public cloud service provider. If security in
the cloud is paramount, we can lift the level of security controls and visibility,
providing you with a second pair of eyes.
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